
 

A Bit of Biblical “Q & A” 
    

My child, do not forget my teaching . . .  

For length of days and years of life and abundant welfare they will give you . . . 

Your barns will be filled with plenty, and your vats will be bursting with wine. 

(Proverbs 3:1-2, 10) 

 

What good is it, my brothers and sisters,  

if you say you have faith but do not have works?  Can faith save you? 

(James 2:14) 
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Quickly now, without really thinking about it, call up a mental image of the kind of person who, 

for you, embodies the word “Smart.”  Got it?  Now, just as spontaneously, I want you to draw a 

mental picture of someone who fleshes out the word “Wise.”  Hold those two mental snapshots 

as we see if your images match my own. 

 

I see the Smart individual as a bit geekish, a Bill Gates type who masters, perhaps innovates, the 

most up-to-date technology, channeling it into financial advantage. My Smart person is not 

shrewd -- I imagine nothing unsavory -- but savvy, sharp. Male or female, black or white, an aura 

of success surrounds my Smart person. It’s also essential that this individual be rich in people-

skills. My Smart person must be able to communicate, sharing their principles for success so that 

others might duplicate that success. 

 

Isn’t that what the Book of Proverbs does? It shares success-oriented principles, offering plenty 

of answers. When I think of smart people, I think of motivational speakers, and my favorite, Zig 

Ziglar – ebullient, buoyant, filled with energy, offering modern proverbs such as:  

 

People often say that motivation doesn't last. Well, neither does bathing - that's why we 

recommend it daily. 

 

You can get everything in life you want if you will just help enough other people get what 

they want. 

 

You don't have to be great at something to start, but you have to start to be great at 

something. 

 

Each proverb evokes a hearty “Amen!” in concurrence with what is obvious. 

 



For me, to imagine a Wise person prompts an entirely different set of features. Smart and savvy 

qualities, images of success, are not only unnecessary, but seem oddly intrusive, vanishing in my 

image of wisdom. I envision a Mother Teresa kind of face, creased and worn, lined with a road 

map of wrinkles, senior citizen status unquestioned. The hair, far from well-groomed, is grayish, 

coifed in that “Einstein-is-my-hairdresser” kind of look. My Wise person is ruffled and rumpled, 

conveying a weary quality. Not necessarily a people person, either. My Wise person is one with 

whom I would not necessarily be comfortable going to lunch.   

 

Wisdom, you see, can be very discomforting because, rather than supplying Answers, Wisdom 

asks Questions, uncomfortable questions urging us toward a self-assessment which looks beyond 

mere success, evaluating our actions by a higher standard. Wisdom is not always oriented toward 

success, following the one who said, “Birds have nests and foxes have holes, but the Son of Man 

has no where to lay his head.” Not much success-driven advice there! 

 

There exists, you see, a distinctive line of demarcation between these two mental snapshots of 

Smart and Wise. In sum, the Smart individual is keen to provide Answers, firm and tested, on 

how to be successful. The Wise individual, on the other hand, leads us not always to Answers, but 

rather to Questions which may challenge our assumptions. While the Answers of the Smart one 

evoke our “Amen!” the Questions of the Wise one may lead to a painful, “Ouch!” 

 

That distinction is why we’ve read this morning from Proverbs and James. Proverbs offers is 

replete with Answers, while James is filled with Questions. 

 

On this Father’s Day I may say the Proverbs is cast as advice from father to son. Our reading 

from Proverbs 3 sounds like a mix between a physician and a financial planner! “Follow my 

advice to live long and healthy, and to provide for a comfortable retirement.”  Amen to that! 

 

James , though, confronts us with a series of rapid-fire Questions, beginning with the rather 

cynical, “What good is it?” James is challenging our assumptions, and our response can be, 

“Ouch!” So this morning, having read from Proverbs and James, I offer A Bit of Biblical Q & A.   

 

There is a specific genre of biblical literature uniquely concerned with Q and A. It’s called 

Wisdom (Hokmah) Literature. Wisdom Literature flows in two specific streams, Proverbial and 

Philosophical. Philosophical Wisdom poses Qs, while Proverbial Wisdom offers plenty of A.  

 

Proverbial Wisdom offers short, pithy rules for living happy, successful lives, pathways to have 

“your barns filled with plenty and your vats bursting with wine” (3:10). This is the stuff of which 

best-sellers are made, practical, success-oriented advice, the kind of books most of us would 

purchase and gift wrap for a high school graduate. 1000 Rules for a Happy Life. Short. Catchy.  

Fun to read. Easy to understand. Proverbs offer parentally styled advice on things like avoiding 

sexual mistakes, excessive greed, gluttony, and laziness. Proverbs is chock full of suggestions on 

how to run a smooth household, how to have happy relationships, how to work with others, the 

value of being industrious. Proverbs outline a plan for healthy, stress-free living, so that, in the 

words of our text, “when you lie down your sleep will be sweet.”  

 



I admit I’m not naturally drawn to the Book of Proverbs. I’ve never felt inspired to write a series 

of sermons on Proverbs. I suppose I might say that confining myself within the book of Proverbs 

for a month long sermon series would be something like being on a long road trip with one’s 

mother at a time when she’s in an advice-giving mood! Admittedly, I may be missing the wave 

here. Many pastors deal with Proverbs much more excitedly than do I. No question about it, 

Proverbial Wisdom is hot, as the bestseller section at any bookstore bears witness to, filled with 

proverbial wisdom in a Chicken Soup for the Soul kind of way. It fits our attention span. 

 

Proverbial wisdom is as common as kudzu and, for some, as suffocating. I think of parents 

dropping kids off at college for the first time, dispensing timely proverbs at that emotional 

moment just before they get in the car and wave good-bye to their new Freshman. When Sherry 

and I dropped Page off at the University of Arkansas in 1994 (we were still in Ann Arbor) my 

last bit of fatherly proverbial advice, my gem of wisdom at that awkward moment when dads are 

expected to say something profound was pretty pathetic really, something like, “Don’t forget to 

change the oil in your car.”   

 

With now twenty-five years reflection, I wish I had thought to say something like, “Don’t assume 

everybody in the class knows more than you. That only leads you to be afraid or embarrassed to 

ask questions.  Don’t be afraid to ask Questions!” 

 

Well, there it is, the reason I’m not naturally inclined toward Proverbs. There aren’t enough 

question marks. I took my Bible this week and scanned several pages forward from our text in 

chapter 3, simply looking for question marks. The first my eye fell on was fully 3 chapters later, 

6:9, “How long will you lie there, O lazybones? A little sleep, a little slumber, a little folding of 

the hands to rest . . . and poverty will come.” Talk about a parental talking-to!  Even the few 

questions I found aren’t philosophical in nature, but practical. Get out of bed and get busy!     

 

James, on the other hand, is full of questions. Philosophical wisdom poses Questions. Job is 

perhaps the best example of Hokmah Literature. Talk about Questions! Job had plenty of 

Questions for which he felt he was not receiving Answers!  “Why are you treating me like this 

Lord? Why am I suffering so, I who have served you!  I demand an audience with you, because I 

have Questions!!!”   

 

Proverbs render a predictable if-you-do-this-you-will-get-this type of world. That’s how our text 

began, “My child, do not forget my teaching . . . for length of days and years of life and abundant 

welfare they will give you.” Quid pro quo. Is that, though, the world we live in? Hardly, and that 

obvious fact is the primary catalyst for Philosophical Wisdom, the recognition gained through 

living that circumstances defy expression in simple, easy-to-memorize sayings.  

 

For example, one of the best recognized proverbs, “Train up a child in the way he should go and 

when he is old he will . . .”.   Right! Congratulations!  You finished it for me. Memorized it ages 

ago, didn’t you!  “When he is old . . . HE WILL NOT DEPART FROM IT.”  Easy to memorize.  

Idealistic.  Comforting. Zig couldn’t have said it better. 

 



But, let’s face it. It doesn’t always work out that way, does it? Or, at least, it doesn’t SEEM to be 

always true. It should be true (it’s in the Bible, right?). But it’s not always. Or, is it, in some 

mysterious way? Did you notice, I’ve just asked three Questions in five seconds, Questions borne 

in a quest for more extended explanations? So, we hold a conversation with God.  “Proverbs tell 

me this . . . but the reality is that – what’s going on, here?” It’s that Question, “What’s going on, 

here?” that gives rise to Philosophical Wisdom.  

 

A famous sermon by John Gossip in 19th century Scotland, “When life tumbles in, what then?”  

(Rev. Gossip had just experienced the untimely death of his wife). “What then?” is a Question 

which leads to a search for meaning, our recognition that life’s circumstances are, all too often, 

not only beyond our controlling, but also beyond our understanding. In such times as these we 

read Job, or the Psalms, not Proverbs. When life’s hard realities put us in a Question-asking 

mood, spending time with Proverbs seems, well, a bit hollow.   

 

There are no pat answers to some questions, such as, “Why do bad things happen to good 

people?” So, rather than offering glib Answers, Philosophical Wisdom leaves us in a Mist of 

Unknowing. 

 

However, a key feature of Philosophical Wisdom is what I might call the “Ouch!” factor. 

Ironically, the reason for Wisdom’s “Ouch!” Factor is not that it leaves us in a Mist of 

Unknowing (as in Job), but that it tells us what we already know all too well. Sometimes it’s 

unsettling to be reminded of the uncomfortably obvious.  

 

For the reader to experience “sweet sleep” is clearly not the objective of James, who cares not 

one whit whether we sleep well at night, spilling a cornucopia of discomfiting Questions, each of 

which has uncomfortably obvious Answers. “My brothers and sisters, do you with your acts of 

partiality and favoritism really believe in our Lord Jesus Christ?” Ouch! Does James question 

the core of my faith based on how I treat people when they come to church? He goes on. “Let’s 

say a person with fine jewelry and expensive clothes comes to church on the same day that a 

poor person with dirty clothes visits. So you say to the smartly dressed fellow, Here, sit here in 

the best seat, while to the one who is poor you say, stand over there, out of the way.” 

 

Having posed the scenario, now we brace for the barrage of Questions. “Have you not made 

distinctions among yourselves and become judges with evil thoughts? Has not God chosen the 

poor of the world rich in faith, and to be heirs of the kingdom that he has promised to those who 

love him? Is it not the rich who oppress you?” He’s not finished yet. “What good is it, my 

brothers and sisters, if you say you have faith but do not have works? Can faith save you? If a 

brother or sister is destitute and you give them a blessing but no food, what good is that? Do you 

want to be shown, O senseless person, that faith without works is dead?”   

 

OUCH, OUCH, OUCH, AND OUCH!  “O senseless person!” Is that really what James said?  

Who needs this when you come to church on Sunday morning? Why, if Zig Ziglar had talked like 

that on stage at a motivational seminar it would empty out the convention hall of its thousands, 

the hotels and the restaurants suffering as those who had arrived seeking answers leave, having 



determined that no Answers were forthcoming. They have enough uncomfortable questions in 

their lives without driving hundreds of miles to add yet more. 

 

What if the whole Bible were like James, reminding us what we already know but don’t 

especially like to hear? The “Ouch” Factor in Wisdom’s Questions makes us cringe, if only 

because the Answers are so painfully obvious. Two people visit your church this Sunday. One is 

clearly impoverished, while the other comes with features of cultural smartness. You naturally 

turn your attention to the savvy guy. Oh, sure, you politely greet the poor person, but you make a 

real effort to talk with the smart guy during coffee/cookie time.  

 

Along comes James to spoil our modus operandi. “These are evil thoughts. Has not God chosen 

the poor of this world rich in faith and heirs of the kingdom he has promised to those that love 

him?”  “Ouch!” we say, as we feel the sting of truth. 

 

I love an essay on church growth written for CNN Online by the late Rachel Held Evans, who 

passed away last month at only 37 years old. She was addressing the question of why Millennials 

(those born in the 80’s to early 2000s) are leaving the church. “Invariably, after I’ve finished my 

presentation and opened the floor to questions, a pastor raises his hand and says, ‘So what 

you’re saying is we need hipper worship bands.’  And I proceed to bang my head against the 

podium. Time and again, the assumption among Christian leaders is that the key to drawing 

twenty-somethings back to church is simply to make a few style updates – edgier music, more 

casual services, a coffee shop in the fellowship hall, a pastor who wears skinny jeans, an 

updated Web site that includes online giving. 

“But here’s the thing: Having been advertised to our whole lives, we Millennials have highly 

sensitive BS meters, and we’re not easily impressed with consumerism or performances. In fact, I 

would argue that church-as-performance is just one more thing driving us away from the church. 

Many of us, myself included, are finding ourselves increasingly drawn to high church traditions 

– Catholicism, Eastern Orthodoxy, the Episcopal Church, etc. – precisely because the ancient 

forms of liturgy seem so unpretentious, so unconcerned with being “cool,” and we find that 

refreshingly authentic . . . What Millennials really want is not a change in style but a change in 

substance . . . 

Then she wrote the sentence that really caught my eye. “We want to ask Questions that don’t 

have predetermined Answers. We want to be challenged to live lives of holiness, not only when it 

comes to sex, but also when it comes to living simply, caring for the poor and oppressed, and 

becoming peacemakers. 

“You can’t hand us a latte and then go about business as usual and expect us to stick around.  

We’re not leaving the church because we don’t find the cool factor there; we’re leaving the 

church because we don’t find Jesus there. Like every generation before ours and every 

generation after, deep down, we long for Jesus.” 

My friends, let’s offer them Jesus!  His Answers, yes, but also, perhaps especially, his Questions! 

    

 


